The Central Library, DTU is subscribing a number of resources for teaching and research. It has been noticed from the usage that these databases are not being used optimally. The reason could be non-awareness or lack of understanding of various database platforms or any other.

In order to overcome these shortcomings the Central Library is going to organize a five days workshop titled "E-Resources: A Gateway for Research" from 5th September 2016 to 9th September 2016 between 11.00am to 5:00pm. During the workshop, experts of databases being subscribed by the DTU will give their presentation explaining how to search and make effective use of the database for research.

All members and students of DTU are invited to attend the Workshop. To register yourself kindly use the following link please:

https://goo.gl/forms/r7WwmJsEZrvJCrb2
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